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Home - TVPad / BlueTV - Legacy TVPad Hello expensive, I owned a TVPad 3, but it hasn't worked lately and also can't upgrade to the M418. Could you show me how to solve this problem? I live on the west coast of the United States. Thank you so much! A post edited by the residents of December 2015 looks like you're new here. If you want to participate, click one of these
buttons! Category Recent Discussion As we mentioned in a previous post, TVPad users are experiencing problems because of the company being sued and closed by a lawsuit filed by TVB, Dish Network and CCTV, among others. There is a workaround to get the TVPad to function again, despite the company's closure. After the lawsuit forced the company to reset, TVPad pulled
its service offline by default DNS server address. . A key piece of information to look out for is the dns server address. The workaround here is a DNS server that will work for your TVPad (DNS work addresses vary depending on which TVPad model you have - TVPad1, 2, 3 or 4). What is DNS? Here's a definition from network solutions that will help you understand the protocol
(you don't necessarily need to know what DNS is, but it helps): Domain Name Servers (DNS) are the equivalent of an Internet phone book. They maintain a directory of domain names and transfer them to Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. This is necessary because although domain names are easy to remember, computers or machines access websites based on IP addresses.
Information from all domain name servers over the Internet is collected together and placed in the Central Registry. Host companies and ISPs interact with the Central Registry on a regular schedule to get an update on DNS. Basically, the Internet address TVPad was located on 61.139.54.66 and 192.168.0.1 when the lawsuit struck. The forces that will have the TVPad turn off
that DNS down to pull their service and once they have done so, TVPads around the world darkened. . The good news is that you can easily change DNS as a workaround solution (not sure how long this will work though). It may take a few tries, but it has been reported to work with dozens of users and all models. I'm not here to provide specific DNS addresses, only information,
but you can find TVPad DNS addresses easily enough online. Once you find the DNS, which reportedly works with the TVPad, plug it in and restart the device. If it works, fine. If he's not trying to find an active DNS address. Good luck. It's been a few days that many people are experiencing a connection to the TVpad server unlucky. The reason why the ruling is the default, a
California judge ruled against the companies behind the TVPad device because of copyright laws. All there support, website, social media and forum are either down or none Meets. SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.HOLLYWOODREPORTER.COM/THR-ESQ/KOREAN-NETWORKS-WIN... There is an assumption that DNS, but not recommended, as well as a temperamental fix. So just
wanted to share with everyone, in case you're all wondering. Your TVPad didn't get the signal? The good news is that it's probably not your fault. Thousands of TVPad users are blocked and don't receive a signal even if the device is on and their Internet connection is good. . The bad news is that the root of the problem behind your TVPad is not working in that the parent company
of the device was sued earlier this year. Ultimately, a coalition of DISH TV, TVB, CCTV brought the company down with a crippling lawsuit. The court found that the TVPad was illegal. From there, THE TVPad was forced to block the default DNS address, which the device used to stream shows and movies from Asia. With some tinkering around, users found that the DNS address
was a problem, and that replacing the IP address with one that worked... Well, it worked. . The DNS trick has been a successful workaround for some time, but as quickly as some of the addresses were shared, they too were found blocked. It seemed that whoever was responsible for restricting TVPad access through DNS to turn off many of these internet protocols recently, as the
four TVPad posts we created last month were extremely popular last week. Here are these posts: Is your TVPad still working? If so, let us know where you live (USA, Canada, Australia, etc.) what model you have, and let us know what your workaround was (without posting the DNS address) in the comments. Besides, do you still have a problem? Let us know your location, the
TVPad model and explain your concerns in the comments below. This article has a few problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these message templates) This article contains content that is written as advertising. Please help improve it by removing advertising content and inappropriate external links, as well
as adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. (July 2016) The topic of this article may not be consistent with Wikipedia's recommendations on the availability of products and services. Please help establish the possibility by citing reliable secondary sources that are not independent of the topic and provide significant coverage of it for a simple trivial mention. If
the opportunity cannot be established, the article is likely to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find sources: TVpad - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (July 2016) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article relies too much on links to the first source. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. (July 2016) (Find out how and when to
delete this template message) This article needs more to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and Sources: TVpad - News Newspaper Book Scientist JSTOR (July 2016) (Find out how and when to delete this template message) This article should be updated. Please update this article to reflect
recent events or newly available information. (July 2016) This article needs additional links to other articles to help integrate it into the encyclopedia. Please help improve this article by adding links that are relevant to the context in the existing text. (July 2016) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) This article is an orphan, like no other article link to it. Please
include links to this page from relevant articles; Try to find a link tool for suggestions. (July 2016) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The TVpad was a body-box device that connected the TV to various broadband channels in Asia and used the Linux variant as an operating system. The main market of TVpad were Chinese consumers all over the world.
TVpad4 was able to install third-party applications. The label on the M358 identifies the manufacturer as Create New Technology (HK) Limited. The market segment for Asian video streaming set-top boxes can be very competitive, confusing, and prone to copying cats and unauthorized retailers claiming affiliation to the manufacturer. Some retail websites have an image of a
woman wearing a headset, but no phone number anywhere on the site and even add their own instruction booklets with the shipment. Versions there are four generations of TVpads: TVpad: M121S, M121 and M120 TVpad 2: M233 TVpad 3: M358 TVpad 4: M418 There are 2 editions M418: CN and GCN. CN edition given mandarin-speaking overseas Chinese. INT is coming
soon. TVPad2 Specification Equipment: M233 - ARMv7 processor - Chipset TCC8920 ??? - RAM 377MB - ROM 4G on board eMMC NAND storage - Advanced memory supports external 8GB microSD - Exit port HDMI / AV - DC 5V power, P'lt;5W, P(Standby) qlt;0.5W - USB port USB2.0 - Firmware 3.94 TVpad3: M358 - CPU TCC8925 Single Core - RAM 512MB - ROM 4GB -
Advanced Memory External 8GB TF Card Exit - HDMI Port / AV - Power DCV P'lt;5W, P(Standby) qlt;0.5W - USB port USB2.0 - Firmware M358 - Internet Ethernet port and built-in WiFi - Mandatory Internet 2MB/S - Android 3.70 Operating System - Max Video Resolution Up to 1920 x 1080 Pixels on 60 Hz Picture Formats JPEG, Max Video Resolution Up to 1920 x 1080 Pixels on
60 Hz Picture Formats JPEG, PNG - Video coding MPEG-1/2/4, H.264, WMV7/8/9, DivX, Xvid, RV10/20/30/40, etc. - Video formats AVI, VOB, WMV, H.264, RMVB suffixes and more - Size 104 x 104 x 28mm , 2015, Chinese broadcaster CCTV, Hong Kong broadcaster TVB and U.S. television provider Dish Network filed a complaint in the U.S. District Court of California, alleging:
direct copyright infringement, secondary copyright infringement, trademark infringement unfair competition and violation of the Code of Business and Professions 17200. It was speculated that the TVPad would be disabling all previous generations of TVPad, TVPad, forcing existing users to switch to TVpad4. TVPad4 stopped streaming on July 15, 2017 (now redirected to the TV
Box TVpad home page of tvPad VAR Home Page (redirected to Go Daddy) TVPad TV LawsuitPad, closed in a lawsuit received from
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